Cross-validation study for epidermal growth factor receptor and KRAS mutation detection in 74 blinded non-small cell lung carcinoma samples: a total of 5550 exons sequenced by 15 molecular French laboratories (evaluation of the EGFR mutation status for the administration of EGFR-TKIs in non-small cell lung carcinoma [ERMETIC] project--part 1).
The Evaluation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) Mutation status for the administration of EGFR-Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors in non-small cell lung Carcinoma (NSCLC) (ERMETIC) project part 1 assessed the accuracy of EGFR and KRAS mutations detection in NSCLC among 15 French centers. The 15 ERMETIC centers selected 74 NSCLC surgical specimens from previously untreated patients. Paraffin and paired frozen DNA were sequenced for EGFR exons 18 to 21 and KRAS exon 2 by an external molecular laboratory, yielding a gold standard. The 74 blinded paraffin DNAs were redistributed to the 15 ERMETIC laboratories for sequencing of a total of 5550 exons. Results were compared with the gold standard and between centers by discordance rates and kappa statistics. The gold standard included 39 mutated samples with 22 EGFR and 17 KRAS mutated samples. Kappa statistics showed that 10, 6, and 6 of the 15 ERMETIC centers had a moderate to good kappa score, when compared with external laboratory for EGFR exon 19, EGFR exon 21, and KRAS exon 2, respectively. Kappa statistics showed moderate score between centers which increased to good for EGFR exon 19 mutation when removing 16 poor-quality samples with high nonamplificable rates. Paraffin-embedded specimens may represent a suitable source of DNA for sequencing analyses in ERMETIC centers. EGFR exon 19 deletions were most accurately detected by ERMETIC centers. Ease and accuracy of results, depended more on the quality of sample than on the difference in molecular sequencing procedures between centers, emphasize the need of preanalytical quality control programs.